
SUtiMARY 

The the+@@ and praCtica1 aspects of tke solubility parameter (“polarity”) 
mod&l for predicting retention bekaviour and-partition w&ci~nts have been inves- 
tigated. A critical discussion of the tkeoretidal basis shows that sufficiently accurate 

.. data for. tke -total solubiiity parameter can ke obtained from generalized tkermo- 
dynamic functions, rather than from the usual vapcur pressure data. Partial polarities 
ar& obtained from theoretical and semi-empirical relations with simple physical param- 
.et&s suck-as refractive index, diekhric constant and dipole moment. Internal pres- 
‘.sure, c&lorimetric and spectroscopic expetimental data are used for estimating the 
-contriihions of charge and proton transfer (acid-base interaction). 

Tables of partial and total polarities F presented wkick replace older, less 
a&rate data. T$e multicomponent model is tested ~witk ckromatograpkic and par- 
t&ion ex-pehments and is proposed aS an dterrhtive method for selectitig a proper 
.$ase system (in both ckromat6grapky and partition .metkods where, for example 
-the Hans& metkod is frequently used). 

._ INTRODUWON 

Tke hii problem in ali s,eparacon methods -based on phase equilibria is the 
a pf& prediction of select&ity.. In the r&atively simple gas ckromatograpkic (Cc) 
system, this problem cari ke solved by empirical methods suck aS Rokrsckneider’s 
metkbd. .eoweyer, the very .l&rge number of~different $hase systems (often mixtures) 

-’ makes .$ki&‘approwk impractic$ for liquid chromatography (IQ, as tke preliminary 
ckarhetition would take too long. &retention in ckrbmatograpky is controlled 
by the &ermodyn&ic equilibrium of a-&lute bet&en mgbile and stationary pkases, 
in- pr&ipI~ the prediCtion of &$enti~n: is. possible from thermodynamic data of 
standard pa+tl free morar entkalpies: -LIP? = R2hK. 

%hmerical valties for &O:are too scarce to- be of any practical’vaIue, so use 
h.+b&made Of reliable tinol;feI& for &&m&of liquids; &&es, etc. With tke cqndition ., : . 
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tended to polar substanc& in the last decade, as has kn reviewed by Bartonl. In 
view of the many. assum&ons inherent in the 6 mod& a ~surprising number of. ex- 
pe,-iments can be explained1=2*4, pointing to a more fundamenta! justification of the 
c&cept. The present study supports the usefuiness of the model, provided that a 
snfficient nnmber of partial parameters is used. 

The next section criticaliy discusses the means of obtaining reliable and suf- 
ficiently accurate solubility parameters, the values of which are presented in Table I. 

TSJEOtiICAL 

The usual differential migration or retention. equation5: 

v,= v,+K*F/, 

makes use of the practical partition coefficient, 

based on concentrations rather than thermodynamic relevant activities. 
At it&&e dilution, KL is related to activity coeE&nts, y, and molar volumes, 

v: 

(li 

where Jo describes the-deviation from Raoults law (I& = p/x = yp~) when use is 
made of the pure liquid as a standard state. Prediction of retention -thus requires 
activity coefficients, which in turn follow from thermodynamic excess functions as: 

RTIEyi=p*==fi’-~~=~lEy:~RTfriy~~ -a 

In comruon practice, the (“athermal”) entropy contribution is found from the welt 
known Fiory-Hug&+6 expression: 

where mo& volt are used for convenience?. Equ. 3;~&ich gives values of> -C 1,. 
is- also used in the interpretation of 0Ur .eSpeiiments. -Although more s.ophisticated 
expressions exist7*g they do not give better resuhs than the’ sirnpfe- Flory-Huggiris 
theory, becausethe add$ionai paramerers introduce+ a& not .@eU-known. _ 

.~ The next se&o& are .concerned +h the ent&lpy&mtribtition, 7:; C&o ca&d 
the regular, thermal or~iuteracrion~ dont$hution. ~: ::. I.,-. .- --.. . . . . 
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In regi&r soititfons, detied ~by the abse&oF vohme and entropy effects 
(v’ = s? F 0; .Irc = rf + pI+ = u’), the molar. mixing energy is given by the 
Scatcha&EISdebrand mixing rulefs2. 

The sotubihty parameter, 6, is de&cd as the square root of the cohesive ener,oy 
density (c.e.d;- = --u/v), i.e., ffie internal potetkial energy compared with the ideal _B 
state. The partial r&ok excess enthalpy, 

now determines rgh as 

In earher chromatographic studies f*g-12, this relationship has been shown to 
give useful predictions of retention behaviour. Based on these rest&, it is possible 
to interpret the solubihty parameter as a quantitative measure of the “‘poIarity”, 
which in practical chromatography is often handled in an intuitive manne9*13. In- 
deed both, pohuity and the internal energy density are supposed to describe the total 
6 of mokular interactions. Hence, in the following discussion, solubility parameter 
and polity are used interchan,oeabfy. One direct consequence of the exponential re- 
lationship between &he activity coefhcient, y, and the solubility parameter, 8, is the 
need for highly accurate S values. Iudccd, a simple error analysis of eqn. 4 shows that 
6 must be known to better than 1% in order to make an estimate of chromatographic 
retention data possible. In the following sections, the possibility of obtaining such ac- 
curate 6 values will be discussed. 

Cakfdatian of nunferical values for 6 
Numerical values for 6 follow directly from its definition, 6’ = -U/V_ As an 

example, the Van der Waals equation of state gives the internal ener,c as u = -Q/V 

[of came, negative compared with the ideal gas state (U NN 0) by the attractive nature 
of the intermolecuk forces]. Indeed, this can be used as a crude estimate of S values’ : 
6’ = a/$. More accurate results are obtained by arguing that the potential energy of 
a satured liquid equals the sum of the molar heat of evaporation, duo, and the energy, 
dtiS needed to expand the satured vapour to the ideal gas state (p + 0 or v + co): 

-u =Au’fAuOLAU~fj=(~)Tdv 

In terms of~the usual heats of vaporization: 

--u=Ah”+AtP-RT+ppvL (6) 

Provided that the pressure and temperature are far from the critical conditions, AN 
and pvf can be neglected, which gives the commonly used expression 

_6f= Ah=;= (7) 
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k Lci however, condXons may easily approach the critical m&on of many solutes 
(;irho --t 0). Now; z?P and pv’ determine to a 1-e extent +&e value b!T@, which fioti 
eqn. 7 would be negative, and values based On eqn. 7 must therefhre be used care- 

fully. Another reason for this is the lack of sufkiently accurate Ah” data, which are 

often e&m&d from vapour pressure data using the Clausi~peyron equation. 

It can be shown that 

In comparison with eqn. 7, the compressihity factor, Z, umects for gas imperfection. 
This is probably sufficient in CC, where the conditions are still far removed from the 
critical region and indeed Hoy’s tables” are valuable here_ For the much higher pres- 
sures encountered in LC, the correction remains doubtf+ul, because the factor 1 - 
(v’/v’)* is bared on the Van der Waals equation, the validity of which is uncertain. 
Therefore, for LC the vapour pressure approach is abandoned in favour of the gener- 
alized thermodynamic fictions, to be discussed next. 

Solubirity parameter and generalized thermodynamic properties 

In principle, all generalized thermodynamic predictions are based upon Pitzer’s 
acentric factor (0) method to correlate compressibility factors as a function of re- 
duced pressures and temperatures =. As Z = Z@,, TR) represents the complete equa- 
tion of state, it is possible to derive internal energies and hence P values. Hildebrand 
et ai.’ used this approach and developed a correlation for 6L in terms of o. This method, 
however, yields unreliable results, probably owing to a lack of sufhciently accurate 
data. Much better results can be obtained from the modem residual enthalpy tableG5J6, 
as B can be shown to be a simple function of this variable. 

Because h = u + pv = IC + ZRT, the residual internal energy, i.e., 8’, is 
established as 

62 = [ha--ch t TX (Z - l)] + 

L-ee and Kesler’s recent tabula_tiotP of (h” - h)/RT, and Zvalues extends to sufficiently 
low values ofpR and TX to be of practical use for all forms of chromatography. Values 
of the constant o are tabuIated15 or can be derived from critical da&F-“, which in 
turn can be obtained from group contributions 15*L8. Table I gives values for a number 
of compounds covering a wide range of polarity. The results do not difEer much from 
the values in the Hoy tableI but are more accurate and have a better background. 

Cohesive energy density (c.e.d.) and internal pressure; m&icomponent parameters 

It is often stated that solubility parameters can be evaluated from internal 
pressure&~, de&red by the +~ermodynamic equation of state; which follows tom the 
&St and second laws of thermodynamics: _ 



The reIatio*ship between the~c.e.d. (= Ati%J (integrai or total interaction) and ffie 
internal pressure, (&.@v), (a di&erentiaf quantity), is obvious from Van der Waais’ 
equation, where both are equal to CZ/$~. From this, it-appears worthwhile to derive 
62 from &To this end, the following three possibiies were investigated. 

Firstly, pE can be- derived from compressr&ility and specific heat d&a, but 
these attempts were unsuccessful. In a second attempt, we utilized a slightly corrected 
form of Lee and Kesler’s compressibility ~0rreIation’~. The results were promising, 
but it appeared that in order to reach an accura$y of 1% for 6, the correiation should 
be improved. The third approach is based directly upon eqn. IO using the isochoric 
thermal pressure coefficient : 

where czP is the isobaric expansion coefficient and & is the isothermal compressibiity. 
Existing correlations for cP (ref. 15) and & (refs. 26 and 27) were not sufficiently 
accurate for OUT pufposes, but direct experiment& data for ap and & or, better stili, 
for yLI (refs. I, 4, 19-25) yielded good results. As shown by Bagley and co-workers21-2j 
and Dack=, these experiments strongly indicate the close relationship between pr 
and c.e.d. for non-polar substances as 

The correction term (3/2) -(RT/ ) Y results from the difference in the external degrees 
of freedom-of vibration and rotation in the gas and liquid phases. 

Eqn. 12 is very important as it proves tit pi and not c.e.d. should be used in 
the regular mixing rule, as pointed out by Bagley and co-workersz1”4. This means 
that solubihty parameters should be evaluated from internal pressures (pi = 6*,) 
rather than from vaporization data (c.e.d. = Sz) and according to eqn. 12 have higher 
vatues than tables of 62 suggest: 

(13) 

Indeed, the internal pressure is very sensitive to small volume changes, as it describes 
the volume diKerentia1 of the potential energy. Hence the strongly distance-dependent 
classical interactions such as dispersion are covered. Thus, for non-polar substances 
pr = - (U&V). On the other hand, the integral quantity Au” covers the whole of 
the energy changes involved in phase changes and thus contains the kinetic terms as- 
sociated with vibration and rotation as wel as the dispersion interaction. As the mixing 
rule applies strictly to symmetrical potential energy interactions (e.g., dispersion) 
and not to kinetic ener_g changes, there is no doubt that it is pr that plays the role of 
--u/v in the mixing rule. This reasoning gives the solubility parameter concept a 
sound thermodynamic basis. 

For poiar substances, this has the important consequence that the determi- 
nation ofp, as well as c.ed. gives insight into both cb+s.sicai and chemical interactions, 
as show% -by Bagiey and co-workerS1-24. The residual parameter ~9’~ = 6* - a2, 
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Compared with the method..of .Har~serP-~ both our total. polar&; 4,;. and .S, have 
higher values than 6 and-& according to eqn. 14, causedby the.kinetic term. F&ther~- 
inqe, as Hansen’s values are based upon vapour pressure data and.-a .statistical 
~interpretation of certain physical ~xperifneilts (e.g. surface tension), Fe p&fer the 
method outlined above. Hansen’s method bears some-resemblance to so&e calculation 
pxo&itis -rece&ly applied to cliromatography, &II as factor ~analysis”2 and the 
Rohrschneider method5s3’. These methods arc of great vafue for a limited number of 
compounds, but obscure physical jnsight and also are too laborious for the-universal 
prec&tion of retention 

-The two-component model expressed by eqn. 14 shows some resemblance 
-with the model of Prau&itz .aud co-Workers2Jo*1? (which, however, applies the un- 
certain homomorph concept .and, notwithstaudiug its rehtiv? success, is unattractive 
and rather complex to handle). A two-parameter model cannot, however, be conclu- 
.sive in describing at leastthree types of interactions (if we neglect the ir.$uences of 
inductionS and niultipoles, Le., ifpresent their influence is reflected on the other param- 
eters). The differences in all possible partial polarities rather than the differences in 
total polarities determine the interaction energies. As proposed by Hansen and sug- 
gested by eqn. 1 4, there is some logical basis for defining partial polarities dzd = 
- (u,,,fi)~and P,, = -(z.zO,/v) for dispersion .and orientation, respectively. 

Keller et al.% performed the important Ltask- of proving-that the mix& rule 
remains unaffected for symmetrical interactions such as dispersion and orientation. 
Fdr asymmetrical (induction and transfer) interactions, they formulated revised mix- 
ing rules. They describe the important contribution of transfer interaction by 

p = Ah”,3 = Aflu = 2vd&., - 4z.J &i.t - h.3 05)- 

where S&z = (. -u&) = 2S,S,. Note that eqn. 15 can give rise to exothermal mixing 
(Ii’ i 0), as is actually the case in maiiy transfer i&era+ions. All other p&al inter- 
actions .-are necessariiy endothermal from eqn. 4 (except the .ne&cted induction, 
which has a form like eqn. 15). 

In conclusion, we now have a well defined four-parameter solubility pammeter 
mode!: 

: 

&2 = c3,= f. &= f 2826 . . (16). 
.: 

If accurate enough partial poltities can be-obtained, the main problems hchroma-- 
to_mphy, those of &ctivity and choiti of an-optimal ~hase-~ystern,.rnay-~tac~~. 
If is’obvious that no &h&&l $t of phases with increa&g polarity (eluotrtipic s&i&J 
can -la% obtained, but rather hsts of:par&l @arities+hen the s-oh&s 3 charac- 
t&-&d-,m thetie Way, o&mal sep&ratiori conditicns r&y.be pred&&The only- 
tat&s .that pimgin~are to- pro$e the‘mddei to be cor& $nd. to ‘&form’. the chara& ..~ ‘.. -_:. . . . . ‘L( . i. .. I. : 
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ter&im in’ terms of partiaf polarities. Th& Eatter n&t be carried out such that the 
method becomes attmctive to the practical chror&tographer. 

&etenii~n and partial palarM& 
Written in terms of partial polarities, the activity coefI%zient is now expressed 

as 

wkick rep!aces eqn. 4. From eqns. 1,3 ‘and L7, an expression for tke partition coeffi- 
cient is obtained: 

InK- = -&- ~@T.rn2 - dT.,z) + 2 h.1 &_s - &d i 2 h.1 @o.s - &.m) + 

f 247.‘6% s - &.n¶) f 2h ckl., - 4l.mN -!- Yl ( J- - J-) 
ys hz 

(18) 

from which ali otker retention data can be found. 
In Gc, tkere is even a possibility of obtaining prG from tke 6 model, which 

yields 

wkick is almost the same as Rohrschneider’s expression37. Experimentai verification 
(see Ckromatograpkic Experiments) skows that eqn. 19 is not bad as a rule of thumb 
(Table IV). Kovats retention indices can be obtained from eqn, 19. 

In the discussion below, eqn. 18 is applied in two ways. Firstly, it is used to 
predict retention data, whick are then compared with experimental data taken from 
our own measurements or from tke literature. Secondly, partial polarities for novel 
stationary phases are obtained from a knear regression analysis of retention data for 
a number of solutes for which 6 parameters are known. This approach is analogous to 
Rohrsckneider’s, but yields meaningful parameters. With these parameters, it migkt 
be possible to characterize, e.g., ckemicahy bonded stationary phases and adsorbents. 
Furthermore it should be possible to replace the popular semi-empirical Hansch 
model, used in predicting partition coe&ients withi~P*~ and outside’o chromatogra- 
phy, by a more Bexible and probably more accurate model. Having established tke 
relationship between the Hansck and 6 models, a more sophisticated prediction of 
retention and partition seems possible in the near future, based on Hammett and Taft 
constants or other group sokrtion models. 

Disperskm 
I Tke London-Van der Waals interaction can be related to tke refractive index, 

X, via tke Lore&+Lorenz expression for tke polarizabik~“. However, the corre- 
latiaqs thus obtained are based-on uncertain fatat heats and extended over 2 high 
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polarity range, -which-means thit a c&&iiution Iof -o&c& &&ra&ions is .i&uded. .. 
Also, the kinetic tv musi- be taken into’ a&our&~ Hen& we prop&e a-riew CO& 
i&on betwy~&~ and (n’- l)/(S+2). Basecfoneqn.; 13, where~6,‘~~6,L~fo~.~on-p01~ 
liquids, we obtainthe correlation 

n2--1 +52. 
8d2 = 228.0- ~ f 2 . .(20). 

(relative standard deviation = 2%; E.3.5 < n ‘.< 1.45) for 42 n-&+nes and branched 
alkanes. Values for the &e.d. were obtained from-the residual enthalpy method (see 
above). We used eqn. 20 for all tabulated substances;even when the-refractive index 
lies out the range of the correlation. 

Polar inieraction or orientation 
Following the suggestions of. Hansen and BeerboweP and Baglep”‘, the 

polar (dipole-dipole) interaction, dP2 = d02. = - (z.$jv), is dculated from the 
Bdttcher expressions for U, (ref. 42): 

8 2 1.2099.104 .(E - 1) (n’ -I- 2) m (E- 0 (& - n? _ 
o- v3 (2-s + n’) 

y2 M y’ 
(n2 f 2) 6 (21) 

In our experience, the more simple second expression, involving .only the dielectric 
constant and avoiding uncertainties in the dipoIe moments, gives rebable results ex- 
cept-for alcohols, where the tit expression is recommended. Beerbower’s31 simple 
iel&OrlS*hip, 8 O = l&.3,++, yields values which may be in error by up .to f 2 8 
units [(cal/cm~*], which is much too large for our purposes. 

Chemical or acid-base interaction 
Estimate 0~8~:Transfer interactions, which are of utmost importance in chro- 

matographic sekztivity, are described by the asymmetrical KelfeP-expression, dnz = 
2&L which shows a striking resemblance with the Dragos9 E and C equation (Ah = 
L’E- C). This useful equation for acid-base phenomena was recently-provided with a 
theoretical basis’” and has been used in two recent chromatograpbic studies%4s. 
Reliable E and C coeflicients are still too scarce to be used for the universal prediction 
of a:, however. Beerbower and co-worke&“.3x proposed a group solution model, as 
is in common use for non-polar interactions, which &mains, however, too great un- 
certtities to be used. The same applies to Hansen’s rule-of t.buIIi~ for n-fold hydrogen 
bonding, &k’ = 46507r/v. 

Besides the correlation with surface tension30*31*G, two methods for .&mating 
d&i for ~5,~ remain, which in our opinion also give the most reliable data,. These 
methods -are based on the formerly derived relationsnip between S,f and :&T- The 
latter is known either from internal pressures or from-the estim&4l partial j;otar;_ties 
discussed in the previous sections. Where possible, pr measurements?’ are mused to 
&&Gate Saz in Table I (&* = ST2 2 pi), o&erwke’ dispersion and orientation were 
used (s,’ = 8r2. - ad2 - &,*)a : .-. :;~ .: -. 

Separate &id bnd hzse iaranzeters. ]k &&us& above, itis‘&&ssary to sub- 
divide the totaltransfer &ameter~into separate acid dnd~ba&.&t&i%order t@ 
q&in the kgotheriid -character of this rype of&&&ion.. It is also not-impossible 
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et- further ~diffemntiation in hard (ehztrostati~) and soft (covalent) interactions is 
de&&i, as suggested ‘by Keller ef aI.= as a consequence of the analogy with Drag& 
acid-b&z treatment For the-time being, we chose the simple two-parameter mcdel 
Saz = 2&S, in order-to keep the model as simple as possible. 

In or&r to obtain the two unknowns, 8, and S,, from estimated values of &2. 
another relationship is necessary. As shown by Drag0 59 , the usefulness of the model is 
not affected when an arbitrary choice of either the acid or the base scale is made. rhis 
is~due to-the fact that only product terms of acid and base parameters occur (e.g., 
eqns. 15 and IS). The same applies to the Rohrschneider method, where the partial 
polarity scaies are de&red by arbitrary choices of standard substances. 

We prefer, however, to detine the parameters in our model such that they are 
related to absobrte physical properties as closely as possible in a realistic sense, i.e., 
the parameters should have absolute rather than only relative signScame; 

Although 15, and &, themselves do not have a true physical meaning (o&y their 
product), they are clearly related to acid strength and base strength, respectively. Acid 
strength can he interpreted as the energy (enthalpy) that accompanies the process of 
donating a proton or accepting an electron, whereas for base strength the reverse 
applies. Thus, we propose to interpret &e square of the ratio of S, and S, as the ratio 
of the energies that accompany the processes of donating and accepting a proton. As 
only a few substances are both acids and bases, we are almost forced to choose water 
as the standard substance. This choice has the further advantage that many experi- 
ments, together with c&firming M.O. calculationsc7, can furnish the desired energies. 
Thus we obtain 

WQO - el;o 
c 

4 2 

( ) 
- = 

& 

= 0.43 (22) 
H20 f%s2cI - wxi- 1 

from which &n9 and &,nLo follow because 6&o is known to be 363.7 (Table 
I). Depending on the reliability of the literature data for the energies, this defines the 
scales for acid and base strength such that water is roughIy twice as acidic as it is basic. 

For the benefit of the reader, the way in which the acid and base parameters 
are obtained from water is described below in some detail. 

Step 1. Collect values of ah2. Here the calculation method involvingp, measure- 
ments or S,Z is preferred. 

Step 2. Combine the data on water with enthalpy data from the literature. A 
recent useful source of such data is the work of McTigue and Renowden&. For a 
number of substances, S, and S, are now obtained from 8,’ = 2&,6, and eqn. 15, 
where V, = v&o = 18. 

Step 3. Tn the literature, many spectroscopic studies on hydrogen bonding-and 
ass&iation enthalpies are reported4Ss1, mainly with respect to some standard sub- 
stances such as phenol. Most reliable are the recent results of Rao ef aLsl, which were 
obtained at infinite dilution in order to avoid ‘solvent effects (note however, the wrong 
conversion of kilocalories into kilojoules by these workers). From our table, we 
con&red S,l values for phenol and water with the Rae et al. enthaIpy values to ob- 
t&i from eqn. 15 the key values of S, and S, for phenol. 

Ste$4_ These vdu<s enable us to calculate 9, and $ v&es for the compounds 
on which enthalpy data (on association with phenol) are reported in the literature. If 
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bined tiith.enth$py data on-interactions ~i&.I~~;ious other a&&to&r X&$at&a$ -- 
plicatjon of .eqn. l$ using G~2-v+tes obtained t&m step 1 yjelds a series -of&and Si. c 
vgfues for each of the acceptors used. The @jetid-of.such a series is a ver$ import&it 
indic&ion~of-the usefulness and ~consi&ency of-our .model (eqn: 16). ~,. -’ -‘. : 

Step 6: -For -those compounds on v.hich no cnthalpy data on phenol are, &il- 
able, we might now use other acceptors-as “key compounds”.~ Thedeviations in S, 
and 8, values for one donor compound- (base) is~another way of testing the model’s 
internal conSistency~ ; . . 

cE3RoMAToGRAPHIc~~ti 

In order to test the tabulated parti&polarities in connection with the reported 
retention equ&ions, both GC and LC retention experiments were carried. out. S&e 
other interesting test czses were selected from the literature. Retention data are re- 
ported in terms of activity coefficients and partition .coefEcie.nts where s&icient data 
could-obtained (e.g., amounts of both-phases, pressure). Otherwise, relative retention 
capacity-factors and retention indices arc us&. 

Gas-ciqrcd chhromatography 
A mod&d Perkin-Elmer FLI and a Beck& 1452D gas chro&to,vph,-both 

equipped with an FID detector, were used. Cohunns were packed %ith deactivated 
and sieved Chromosorb support materials- The &lunins used were constructed ft;oin 
light materials (ahmuna and glass packed capillaries) in order to obtam reliable 
values for the amount of.&tjonary phase by weighings -D&ing experiments, repeated. 
weighing gave inf&ination on the loss of stationary phase by bIeeding. Ln calculating 
specific retentiotrvolumes, V,” (based on peak maxima), .bleeding was corrected-for, 
whereas activity coefficients were calculated .from V,” by the-method --of Mar&e and 
PolLarasz. 

Vapour pressures, prQ (nim -Hg), were obtained from tab~~es15*3s*~, :whereas 
second virial coefficients followed from the compilation of Dymond and S&h9 
or from acentric factor correIat&nsE~16. 

Activity &&&G&s were corrected : for entropy cdntributions accord&g to 
ecp. 3: ‘I’he remIts -of these &&u&men& are used 6 n&&$sion.analysis’ to obtain 
the sol-ability parameters of-GLC s’%ionary phases, (Table II). Other meas+&nents 
yielded -experimental- K&&s indices, which- &e &ported in Tab1e.N; I 

: . . 

Liquid chromarograpiiy.-. 1. -1 
. . .--.. 

Awaters at+a Packard-3ecker liquid chro~&to&ph.wehe used. Chemic&ly . 
bon~e~‘st#ionr+y.phases Were prepared in our Iaborato~,~arid the.c&imr&vere 
a@ays filled by !sIi& pack&g technic$es. From- measured c+ac&r f&t&, ‘r&a&e _ 
-retention data Were c&dated and. used -in re&&iorr a&&~. 



Acetone 
A&o&r&. 

10.51 
13.15 

Acetophen~ne” 10.79 
Aniline 1-i 
Benzald&yde” 11.3& 
Benzene 9.71 
BenzOilitdC 11.38 
Benrophenone” ma? 
I-stanol 11.47 
fert.-33utanot 10.53 
Carbon-tetrachloride 9.19 
Cldorofomx 9.87 
Cyclqhexanone” 10.76 
Dibutyl ether” 8.26 
1,2-DichIoroethane 10.64 
Dichloromethane 10.68 
Diethy1 ether 7.92 
N,N~Dime&ybiline*’ 10.29 
Dimethy1 sulphoxide 13.45’ 
1,bDioxane 10.65 
Ethanol 13.65 
Ethyl acetate 9.57 
Effiylbemcne 9.35 
n-Hept2ne 7.91 
n-Kexmte 7.74 
Methanol 15.85 
Mzrhyl acetate 10.19 
N-Methylanillne” 11.69 
Methyl ethyl ketone 9.96 
Mtrognethane 13.83 
IEoCtZlOl” 9.13 
n-Pentme 7.65 
Phenol 12.76 
1-Propallol 12.27 
2-Propanol 1237 
Pyridinti 11.12’ 
Tetiydrofuran 9.88 
Toluene 9.53 

7.44 
7.33 
8.74 
9.04 
S-80 
8.51 
8.69 
9.15 
7.77 
7.65 
8.22 
8.12 
8.16 
7.77 
8.11 
7.% 
7.38 
8.87 
S-34 
795 
7.46 
7.55 
S-47 
7.91 
7.74 
7.18 
7.44 
8.93 
7.60 
7.63 
8.00 
7.65 
8.33 
7.65 
7.59 
8.56 
7.96 
8.47 
7.33 
7.22 

6.41 5.47 
10.27 3.70’ 
3.80 2.67 
2.30 7.88’ 
4.38 5.65’ 
0.16 1.95 
5.42 4.96’ 
279 5.16’ 
2.64 7.74 
2.47 5.47 
0.29 1.43 
1.95 3.02 
4.57 4.13 
0.86 267’ 
3.71 3.35 
3.67 4.07 
1.68 2.33 
1.43 5-02’ 
9.49 7.51 
O-43 7.07 l 
4.29 10.81 
2.32 5.40 
0.34 1.80 
0.03”’ 0 
0.02 0 
6.72 13.53 
2.83 3.90 
1.85 7.31’ 
5.12 4.18 
9.58 6.42’ 
1.49 4.14’ 
O-03 0 
2.52 8.86’ 
3.54 9.04 
3.12 ‘9.27 
3.94 5.90‘ 
297 .m4’ 
0.32 2.45 

Ii.07 

0.90 16.6 
0.39 17.6 
0.27 13.1 
3.49 8.9 
1.15 13.9 
0.18 10.4 
0.94 13.1 
1.11 120 
3.15 9.1 
2.51 6.1 
0.34”’ 3.0”’ 
1.54 3.1 
0.61 13.9 
0.30 113 
1.68 3.3 
1.92 
0.19 1:: 
1.58”’ S:O-** 
132 21-4 
1.47 17.1 
5.17 11.3 
0.26 13.5 
0.15 10.6 
0 0 
0 0 
7.18 129 
0.51 15.0 
3.28 8.2 
0.58 15.0 

1.85”’ 4.6’*’ 
0 0 
5.20 8.7 
4.12 10.0 
4.21 10.2 
0.91 19.1 
0.73 16.3 
0.29 10.2 
0 0 

16.65 10.9 

9.93 
12.50 
10-44 
!1.8L 
10.95 
9.19 

11.00 
10.62 
11.05 
10.08 
8.68 
9.31 

LO.36 

7.94 
10.12 
10.02 
7.37 
9.95 

L2.98’ 
10.16 
13.09 
9.09 
8.96 
7.52 
7.29 

15.15 
9.63 

il.34 
9.46 

13.23 
8.82 
7.14 

12.37 
11.78 
11.90 
1O.626 
9.32 
9.09 
6.96 

24.55 



isoften ob’tn+ as a “r&idu& term” 

TABLElE 
ClSARACTE~~ON 0-F GLC STATlONkY Ptiti. 

Phare- : & ~T{“C) lsr- 4, 4 f5* if,*: 

0.56 7.82 1240 
DibutyI phthakxte 1.13- .. 0.68 8.18 8.89 
Dinonyl phtbaktte 7.56 0.50 0.7T :- 7.92 7.43 
Diphenyl pht’nalate 81 11.33 . 10.68 1.47 0.76 798 10.18 
DicycIohkyl p&th&tz 97 12.24 11.81 1;71 0.45 8.15 10.44 

Further proof of the consistency of the modei is shown in Table IL, which pre- 
sents partial solub&ty parameters for some phthalate phases and /$@I-oxydipropioni- 
trile, obtained from linear regression of eq. 18, using GLC data. @I this regmssion, 
the values of 6rSs for the stationary phases were-derived from-&dual enthalpies and 
used as fixed entries,-instead of obtaining their values as an individual parameter 
from the regression analysis. It is ihnstrative to note that the 8, obtained from the four 
parameters resulting from the regression enalysis ind,-ed approaches the originai esti- 
mate titbin 10%. This proves the validity-of the four-parameter model. Qbviously, no 
important interactions are left out. 

.~ The observed deviation of 10% in ~3~ (Table rr) is acc&abIe, as the soiubihty 
parameters for the solutes. used in the regression arAys+ had to be cOr+cted for 
temperatum variations. The best known means ‘of executjng temperat& corrections 
in partial polarities is -that described by Hansen and ~&-l~owet?~. Although we sus- 
pect that their method overcorreCts at least the disp&sion polarity, we decided to 
use it in all appropriate instam% Except- for non-polar substaGes, for. which the 
temper&me dependenti is etiily obtained from residual enthaipies,. no b&6 alter- : 
native etists. The molar volumes were corrected for temperature amrding to Fitzer’s 
correIatiotP. Thus the observed differences of 10 o/G in Table II may be attribuuzd to 
a large eictc%t. to the uncertain co&-e&on method. : ~_ ‘. 

Having prove& the cohsisteney of the aodei, we -now. tUnr to. its ability to 
predict retention data (Table-3 EL and-m;-Table IJ$ shows good ngreement between 
ex$er@xental .&d predicted r&enti& data on dinonyl-phthalate for sokite& not ‘in- 
cluded in the regression analysis in Table &. -This : is &pp&& -riot onry “for‘ relative 
retentio&Sata (where some &r&l&ion--of e&or-s may occur), but z&o for absolute 
activity c&fficients. It is no.te~orthy that on appiying8,,~ 0 (from T&&I) ?or~ .&I- 
kaims;-no good results are o@amed. -4 vah.&:of So = 0.65 fitted to the exper&ent& 
da$a for 2,Wimethyipen~e. (mnd &&not& in Table IQ),l.hovvever, ~$&is~~ good- 



* Expetients after Martire et ni=‘6. 
-- ASTM Gas Chromatographic Data Compilation. 

*” & (= 0.68) of alkanes fitted to experimental y of 2+&methy@x&xne. 

TABLE IV 

PREDIDICX-IQN OF KOVkTS INDICES USING TOTAL SOLUBILITY PARAMETERS 
(EQN. 19) WI-IX n-IIEXANE AND JK-IIEPTANE AS REFERENCES 

Sohte Squahe (SO ’ C) 

Cak EL-pd. 

I-Kexene 611 582 609 
3-Methylpentane 590 584 590 
2,3_Dimethylpest2ne 662 669 663 

ts2 631 633 
Cyclohexqe 623 655 618 
2-Methylhexane 670 666 672 
fMeffiylhexane 673 675 674 
2,2-Dimethyipentane 623 624 - 

2&DimethyIpentane 626 629 629 
2,2+TrimethyIpentane 666 686 - 
Acetone - - 604 
Toluene - - 725 
3,3-Dimethylpentane 644 654 - 
3-Ethylpentane 676 684 - 
Czrtqn tetrachloride - - - 
Ethylbenzene - - 

- ASTM Gas Chrumatographic Data Co_mpik&ioo. 

573 - - 
573 - - 
674 - 
6:O 651 611 
6-s 622 662 
676 - - 
687 - - 
- - - 
633 - - 
- 816 692 
432 - - 
738 748 751 
- - - 
- - - 
- 637 646 
- 826 840 

resqlts for th.e other Acmes. This suggests that alkanes are able to donak protons 
to some meisura~l~+ extent, and this-effect is supported by some literature data1~57. 

Although a much better prediction of such actiiity coefikients has been re- 
-ported by Funke et @SS using factor anaiyiis, we consider our results to be more 
$romC&g. FSstIy, tie present data were obtained Erom tit princ&Ces, and secondly, 
tEtey were obtied without the considerable experimental efirt requikd r’n factor 
amilysis. Evti the ui+ of ~the simple one-parameter &-J model @qn. 19) may give 

_ - 
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usi+ful rest& for non-polar kombinatio&as dem@xtrated in Table IV. Howeuer, 
as soon as the polarity becomes even moderated &is sin@ mode1 breaks d&xi, -as 
illustrated by the exarnpfe of acetone. Obviously, a m&parameter mc&ieZ is manda- 
tory for the universal prediction of retention. Turning our‘attention to LC, it must be 
stressed th&t the use of the partial pokqity data from T&bIe I is pernutted only, at 
atmospheric pressure and room temperature. Minor extensions to &her pressures 
and temperaturcs’can still be made well below th6 criticalregion, but in the case of 
modem LC, where average pressures approach 50 atm, the present data cannot be 
ltsed as such. Indeed, eqn. 8 shows that near the critical pX-essure the value of 6 is 
reduced, so that the direct appiication of the data in Table I: may easily overestimate 
the retention behaviou?. It is simple to obtain accurately corrected data for-the total 
parameter from residual enthalpies ai any desired pressure and temperature. No reli- 
able method, however, is available that will correct partial poltities for pressties 
changes. The possibility of using a reliable correlation for interna! pre&ures is under 
investigation. Thus, at present we are forced to restrict ourselves to low-pressure 
liquid-Iiquid partition data, at least as far as apriorL prediction is concerned. 

The characterization of stationary phases through partial poIarities, demon- 
strated earlier for GC phases (TabIe II), can also be applied to LC phases. This is 
ilk&rated for chemically bonded phases in Table V, which presents the results of linear 
re_msion of retention data using the solute data from Table I. In view of the above- 
mentioned lack of a s&table pressure correction, this characterization should be re- 

garded as preliminary. Nonetheless, the resulting partial polarities are in the expected 

TABLE v 
CKARACR3UZATEON OF STATIONARY PHASES IN LC (20°C) 

Phase N’ s, s, s. & &-** &**- 

ChemkaI~y bon&d phawsk 
Methoxyphenyi 22 6-4-6 1.06 0.14 257 6.61 6.60 
Mophenyl * 4 26 6.66 0.81 0.18 2.32 6.77 6.77 

12 7.21 1.41 0.19 2.23 7.88 7.40 
Triglycine 23 &27 0.59 0.38 1.20 9.10 8.35 
N,N-Dimethylaminophenyl 11 7.60 l-13 0.13 2.04 8.11 7.72 

Tempera!ur+treated siIicas 8 6 c_- 
2wYc* 

% 
- - - - - - 

400°C 7.64 2.43 -0.32 5.09 7.37 - 
500°C 9 7.52 2.61 -0.61 5.29 6.79 - 
600°C 9 7.25 2.48 -0.64 5.29 6.37 - 
7cwc 

; 
7.20 249 -0.46 4.71 6.55 - 

800°C 7.13 903 -0.30 4.79 6-66 - 
900°C 9 7.14 2.01 -0.19 4.61 6.85 - 

* Number of solutes ued in regression analysis. 
-- Independent B from regression amlysis. 

*** ObtSned by summ&on of partial parameters (eqn. 16). 
S chuacte_rized by active groups. 

si Dii-kent batches. 
O*‘ Retenticn data from Scott azd &eraS. 

-+ fns&&nt data available. 
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‘iati&&& may .be -h&Cd in inkptiting th& r&x&cm mectitism of- chemicahy 
~%o&ed ph&e& The rest&s indicate at lea& some simi&ityw&h the bulk Liquid par- 

-t&o&g ~&x$ai$s&. Qdy the orientation parameter is systematically. iower than 
expected. Tog&t%% witi &xssure influences, this +&s in somewh& lower values for 
the tot& s&xbSit~ pz&ameter. However, the tentative conclusion that +e chemidly 
bonded phases:listed behave a~ if they were conventionalfy coated appears to be valid. 

-AgAin; the.consistency ~3 the model is proved by the fair a_mment between the total 
polarity calculated from the partial parameters.and that obtained as a seperate param- 
eter in the regression analysis (final two cohunns in Table V). 

Table V presents another demonstration of the characterizing capability of the 
model. The influence of temperature treatment of silica5-: is quantitatively described 
by the variation in partial polarities obtained from regression analysis. The observed 
variation in -orientation and base parameters with pre-treatment temperature are 
possibly to be interpreted in terms of changes in.free and bound hydroxyl groups at 
the silica surface. Obviously, the slightly negative vaiues of the acid parameter can 
have no physical signiticance and problably result from the fact that no retention data 
on acceptor solutes or even strongly interacting bases were available. In view of our 

present inability to correct for the intluence of elevated pressures, it is not surprising 
that most of our attempts to predict liquid chromato,oraphic retentions failed. As low- 
pressure data (e-g., TLC) on interesting solutes are scarce, we considered static parti- 
tion equilibria to test the ~1 priori predictions in liquid-liquid systems. A useful source 
of such data forms the extensive compilation by Leo ef aZ.“O. Besides experimental 

partition data, Leo et al. present a method for deriving partitioa data in octanol- 
water from those measured -in an arbitrary solvent-water system. We tested the 
ability of the present model to perform the same task. Representative results with two 
solvent-water systems are presented in Table VI. It can be seen that the predictions 
are nor better, but within the same magnitude of error as with the Hansch method, 
using the present data on partial polarities. In our opinion, all large deviations must be 
attributed either to excessive orientation values or to uncertain acid-base parameters 
in Table I. Together with .prcssure and temperature corrections, these parameters 
require more attention in the future. 

TABLE VI 

PREDICFXON OF PARTITION COEFFICIENTS COMPARED WITH HANSCH METHOD 
IN LIQUID-UQUID SYSTEMS 

Sohe Solvent fog K’ log K (Ocr) =- log Pfg (Ott) l l = log P (Ott) * 

Ethanol -1.61 0.18 O-47 -0.32 
PhfXlOi E$ -0.42 1.46 1.55 1.46 
Aniline. CG- 0.25 1.83 - 1.11 024 
MtiOl~ CHQ, -1.63 -1.47 -0.66 -0.66 
Ethanol CHcis -0.85 -0.42 -0.18 -0.32 
Phenol CHC& 0.35 0.97 1.53 1.46 
Aniline CHCla 1.32 1.01 0.90 0.94 

. JZxphm2talycFata in solveut-water. 
** Predzkted from present made1 in octmol-water. 

-“‘Predicted by Leo et a(” in odano!z-wafer- 
* ExpeamtaI data in t.gauci-water. 



SYMBOLS 

a 

c 

lk 
h 

Van der Waals’ constant 
constant in Drago’s equation. describing covalent interaction 
tinientratkn (mole/cm”, . 
constsnt in Drego’s equation describing electrostztic interaction 
molar enthalpy 

Ah= apparent latent heat (eon. 3) = KF& (Inpd) 

K = c&,, partition coefficient 
capacity factor 
Henry coefkient 
molecular weight 
refractive index: number of moles 
gaSc&stant. 
tempkature (“K) 
s+rced- tem_p&ature, T/k= 
pressure 

_ 
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The resuliL ‘of this -study shew ~I&& a. foar~oq&ient sohMi~ &i&&i&f 
AX&&~ with a s&nd thernkdynamic basi$ is-&e, inqineiple,.to d&&be ah of the 
imppr&Gt. molecuiti intiractions .&at .deter&ne retention .b&aviour. &eat& irk- 
proved partial po&&ies alkady result inn_reiiable a ~C&pkdietion of _$ZCret&on- 
data, bc$h relative ahd absolute. As tbo method o&y use+ simpk~hysikal &&a&s 
it is well suiti. for the practical chromatographeri_-Vaiuable use .cau be made of the 
-method in characterizingphase sy&mS in all hinds of chromatogkaphic or +tition , 
methods. This applkation p&ides -some insight mu5 the pa&king mechanisms 
of, e.g., chemically bonded phases Snd tem~rature treated s&G. I 

The prediction of retention &.n$-partition in iic@d-hcfuid systems is- not yet 
completely satisfactory. fn addition to more accurate data on orientation and trkisfer 

~interactions, a better insight into the influences oipressure~and temper+ure is ne&ied. 
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Y- act@ity coefkient 

.&, 6 . . isochoric th&mal press&e coefkient, (-=& 

A difference of States (tinal - ori*ai) 

8 solubility parameter, y 
(7 

+ [(fA/crtl3)*] 

a, -. residual soIubiIity pa&meter 
8, .- -solubili~~parameter based on internal pressure, (s2, =pi) 
& dielectric co$ant 

.P ~(partiaij free molar kthalpy thermodynamic potential; dipole moment 
in-ep.21@) 

Ed- density (g/cnPj~ 
0 ai+ric fa+or (Pitzer) 

Supe&n;Dts 
: 

.. s stat&pry phase; entropy 

-;: 
mobile phase; mixing 
entbalpy 

~B s&wed liquid or gas 
-e ex-eis 

.. Y -:vapori&ion 
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